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You often don't get anything for anything nowadays. There is no free lunch. But there are paid iOS apps that are free for today. Some of these may still be available for free for a few days afterwards. But as we always do, we recommend that if you see an app you like, install it now before the app returns to paid status. With that in mind, we start looking beyond the 8 paid apps you can collect today for
$0.Some of the interesting apps include Or2Web, which gives you access to blocked websites and allows you to access the dark web. GiftBuster lets you ask friends and family to help you pay for the gifts you want. Expensave finds the stores you have with the lowest prices in your favorite items. You can start viewing the free apps by clicking on the presentation below. Source: BGR SUBSCRIBE TO OUR
NEWSLETTER! On Monday, December 28, 2020 at 10:38 am PST by Juli CloverApple this month announced a new Launch@Apple mentoring program designed for first-generation college students, with the program expected to launch in early 2021. According to a PDF describing Launch@Apple, it's aimed at first-generation freshmen and college children who are graduating in finance, math,
economics, business, data analytics, and accounting. It corresponds to college... People lead hectic lives and keeping track of everything that needs to be done in a day can be difficult, which is why there are an infinite number of things to do and productivity apps on the App Store. Apple offers a built-in Reminders app and a built-in Notes app, both useful, but most people who need a robust activity
tracking solution want to look at a third-party app. In our latest YouTube video, we've rounded up some of our favorite to-do options with a range of features. Subscribe to the MacRumors YouTube channel for more videos. Notion (Free) Notion is a perfect all-in-one productivity app if you need an app that combines note-making and wiki creation with to-do listing. It has a simple color-coordinated design, but
can actually be used to create well-organized notes and lists with a complex or simple hierarchy as you need it. Notion is cross-platform, so it works on Mac and iOS, also has robust search tools, supports real-time collaboration, offers easy list editing and rearrangement, and works offline. The app is free, but unlocking the full range of features, including Unlimited Data Blocks and more than 5 MB in file
uploads costs $4 per month. TeuxDeux ($2.99/Month) Despite the cringeworthy name, TeuxDeux is a solid app to do if you need something simple, direct, and devoid of confusing bells and whistles. It is the most of the apps to do that we've tried and it's the ideal choice if you want a design that's close to writing tasks on a piece of paper. Although simple, TeuxDeux offers several features that you need to
need for an app to do, such as recurring tasks, upside-down tasks the next day if not completed, Markdown support, easy support for drag-and-drop gestures, and the ability to use it on both iPhone and desktop. TeuxDeux is a subscription-based app and costs $2.99 per month or $24 for a year. Things 3 ($9.99) Things 3 are one of the most robust apps to do on our list and it's also one of the most popular
list options to do. There's a good reason for this: Cultured Code has included all the features you might want in an activity management app. The design of the app is ultimately easy to use, but at first it can be overwhelming and takes some time to get used to the entire feature set. Luckily, there is a built-in tutorial to let you know 3 things. You can create projects to organize different tasks, areas to split
things between work and family responsibilities, or just add a simple thing to do. An inbox with sections like Today, Coming, ANytime, and One Day helps you keep track of what tasks need to be completed and when. Things 3 is the app to choose from if you want to organize all aspects of your life. Things 3 is one of the few apps to do that isn't subscription-based and costs $9.99 to purchase. 3 things are
also available for Mac and iPad, although each app needs to be purchased individually. Todoist (Free) Todoist, like Things 3, is an app known for making and listing. Different activities can be organized into sections according to needs, spitting everything from work activities to food lists. There is an inbox that shows you everything that needs to be done at a glance, as well as sections for things that need to
be done immediately and over the next week. Todoist makes it easy to annotate a quick task using natural language in your app so you can get it from your head and support recurring dates and the ability to assign tasks to others for collaborative projects. Custom productivity trends are included, so you can be sure to stay in business. Todoist is free to download, but the premium feature that unlocks all
features (such as reminders) costs $3.99 per month or $35.99 per year. Any.Do (free) Any.do another popular activity management app that's been around for years. It has a simple interface that belies its complexity, with deep organizational options for managing everyday things to do, calendar tasks, projects, lists, and more. It offers scheduled reminders, note-making features, collaborative features,
calendar integration, adding things to do from email messages, simple drag-and-drop gestures, and more. Using the app requires an account, but supports sign-in with Apple to make it easier and, with an account, can be used on all your devices. Any.do is free, but unlocking all features requires a premium plan priced at $9.99 per month for a one-month membership, $27 for a six-month membership, or
$60 for a 12-month membership. Premium subscription unlocks color tags, location-based reminders, advanced recurring reminders, larger file uploads, sharing and more. Conclusion There are dozens if not hundreds of apps to do on the App Store and it is impossible to test them all. If you're looking for a new app to do, it's worth checking out the options in our list, as these are apps that we've tried and
found useful. If we've lost your favorite to-do app, make sure you let us know what it is in the comments. Creating prominent iOS app icons is an art in itself. The app's best icons distill the essence of the app into a small square, which must stand out on a crowded desktop or app store. In this article we will take a closer look at the best icons of iOS apps and explore why they work so well. This is the level of
attention to detail you need if you want your app to be on our list of the best iPad Pro apps. For more tips, check out our guide on how to design app icons. A key part of Apple's success is due to the company's obsessive attention to detail, which led to some truly iconic designs (check out our ranking of Apple's 100 greatest creations for a reminder). Apple Kit owners expect great design, from hardware to
user interfaces – and if something doesn't seem right, they'll be put off. With iOS app icons, it's critical to fix things. In the App Store, a good icon can make the difference between a sale and ignoring it. And on the Home screen, great icons encourage engagement, so they need to be compelling and easy to spot. To help you on your way, read on for a collection of beautiful, innovative, and stylish app icons.
(Image credit: Headspace) You might not think there's anything so special about headspace's app icon, but its orange-on-white circle is actually a great example of minimal design done right. The simple approach reflects the goal of the app, which is to relieve stress through the teaching of meditation. And we feel calm just looking at that orange dot. (Image credit: Apple) It might be a bit of a goal to include
the Apple News icon in a roundup of the best icons on Apple, but run with it for just a second. The Apple News icon is smart without being yelled at and beautifully uses negative space to create a perfect 'n'. What's wrong?03. Facetune (Image Credit: Facetune)Facetune is one of the best photo apps around and its iOS icon design is an equally important effort. The tool is specifically oriented to take perfect
selfies, which are transmitted synthetically through the inclusion of the face inside the icon. A trendy gradient brings the brand's colors, while a touch of 3D makes the center circle look like a clickable button that you know you just want Paper by WeTransfer(Image credit: WeTransfer)You probably know WeTransfer as a tool to send large files, but the brand also has an award-winning immersive sketching
app in its name. Paper's fantastic iOS app icon subtly mimics his parent company's W, while the dribbly colors within the contour suggest the app's creative function.05. Monument Valleyustwo games' Monument Valley is a modern classic -- we've already been treated to a successful sequel, with a third in the works. Its iOS app icon prepares you perfectly for the particular adventure you are about to
embark on. Now, introduce you to the central character, Ida. It also gives you a taste of the game's minimal isometric styles, wrapping everything in a sense of mystery that will surely draw you in.06. Tayasui Sketches(Image credit: Tayasui Sketches)Tayasui Sketches is a drawing app that prides itself on effectively imitating traditional artistic tools. Its pleasantly re-re-back app icon features one of the tool's
in-app drawing options. We applaud the fact that the designer has avoided a colorful and fussy design (common in the space of artistic apps), instead offering viewers what is essentially a blank canvas. The tool promises a unique user interface with a touch of Zen, and the icon captures it perfectly.07. 1PasswordZero scores for the imagination here, going for the Captain Obvious lock, but 1Password's app
icon immediately tells you what it is. It will be easy to find on your iPhone or iPad and has authority in the app store. It conveys security to the center of the app and service and makes users feel that everything stored inside will be safe.08. A good snowman is difficult to build Game characters are usually too complex to be used in their entirety on an icon. That's not the case with A Good Snowman's
adorable monster. It stands out from other icons on the home screen and is even greeting you. It's impossible to resist unless you're the monster.09. Assembly(Image credit: Assembly)For Assembly, an app that is the digital equivalent of felt shapes but wants to seduce designers and children a similar way, its iOS icon must be fun, creative, sharp, and colorful. Assembly's previous icon featured the brand's
abstract bird logo and did a great job. However, if anything it was too detailed to read properly in small sizes. This updated and recolored replacement, with the same distinctive color palette, is even better.10. BlekThis game is about checking living calligraphy, to get her to collide with targets. This concept is too much for an icon, but Blek's iOS app icon still traverses the elegance and graphics of the game
with a swoosh and memorable line. Clear Todos to-do apps is one of about five million productivity apps that use a tick. But the positive and optimistic nature of this icon suggests how your life might be better when you use the app, and colors differentiate it from relatively humped and too serious competition.12. DEVICE 6Simogo's iOS gaming classic DEVICE 6 dumps you into a world of spies and
conspiracies, letting you explore a mysterious world and understand everything. The icon content and bold colors perfectly evoke the feel of the game.13. Doo - Get Things DoneManage to do everything in your to-do list and you feel like you've just climbed a mountain, hence the inspiration for doo's iOS app icon. In addition, it is much more and funny than another tick.14. Duolingo(Image Credit:
Duolingo)Learning a language can be daunting, and too many app icons in this space are boring flags or dry business icons. Duolingo contrasts the trend with a friendly, cartoonist approach – and recent design changes have made this happy chappie even more cheerful. Also, we suspect that this hypnotic owl (or is It Orville the Duck?) used the app more than you realize.15. Earth PrimerThis beautiful
interactive tome about deep immersion in the Earth has an icon with the topic of the book in microcosm. Thin textures and drop shadows add a lot of depth to earth primer.16's iOS app icon design. GrayoutIt's rare to see photographs built into a modern iOS icon (at least a good one), but Grayout's terrified eyes trapped behind a slab of color perfectly symbolize the troubles of the game's protagonist,
trapped in her head after an accident.17. Launch Center Pro(Image credit: Launch Center Pro)This app is designed to accelerate the launch of things, hence the super fast rocket. The friendly and robust curves and concentric circles of the Launch Centre Pro icon add depth and interest. Previously monochrome in matte purple, the app's updated icon benefits from bolder colors and a touch of red to get the
user's attention.18. MiximalChildren app icons are often terrible, but Miximal has a kind of cozy and goofy charm. It also intelligently suggests the concept behind the app: Users can slide parts of the screen to build odd animals.19. Cards, PleaseGame icons work best when they evoke the feeling of the game. Papers, Please is set in an oppressive communist regime, hence the brutal and brutal
iconography atop a subtle explosion of black and gray.20 ProcreateProcreate is one of the best digital art software around and offers a classy multicolor brushstroke for its icon. It looks sober but stylish, just like the app itself.21. PlumUna of the most complex images of this roundup, plum's icon shows two main components of the game: fragile trees that help grow and poisonous floating red spheres. It's an
eye-catching image that looks good on the home screen.22. StrataStrata is a puzzle game about weaving ribbons and the simple motif of its icon feels at home on iOS. Yet the details - thin shadows; Weak textures: Recalls real-world materials simulated by the game.23. Three! One of the smartest things about the Three! game is how the slipped-tile puzzler was infused with personality. This follows the
bright and breezy icon of the iOS app, with its bold number and cheeky face. Related articles: articles:
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